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BOOK LAUNCH

Britain and the
Canary Islands
Britain shares a
rich common history with the Canary
Islands, and in particular Lanzarote,
as illustrated in
a book by author
Larry Yaskiel.
Called The British Connection
To Lanzarote And
The Canaries, the
book was recently
launched in the
Larry Yaskiel presents his publication The
UK at the pres- British Connection To Lanzarote And The
tigious Cervantes Canaries at London’s Cervantes Institute
Institute in London.
Yaskiel, born in London in 1936, has been resident in
Lanzarote since 1979. A renowned producer and music
manager for many years, he is currently a journalist and
editor for the Lancelot Island Journal and has produced
one of the most in-depth looks at the ties between the two
regions to date. The book delves into key moments and
players from the fourteenth century right through to the
twenty-first, including the conquest of the Islands, maritime hostilities between Spain and Britain, commercial
relations with wine, fruit, shipping, industry and tourism,
and links with influential people such as Winston Churchill, Francis Drake, William Shakespeare, Horatio Nelson,
Agatha Christie and The Beatles.
Showing fascinating insight into recent and past events,
the project has the full support of the Lanzarote Council,
with the president of the island, Pedro San Ginés, attending the launch in London.
During the event, the author spoke about his research experiences, especially thanking historian Agustín Pallarés, who
guided him through the first steps of investigation.
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Promotion: Holzbau Element SL

New dynamics for homes
with wood
Frank Durach has more than
35 years' experience in wood
processing, is well-versed in
craftsmanship, always up to
date and pays great attention
to detail.
Skilled in all aspects of timber building, from roofing
to turnkey construction, any
wood element can also be
combined with stone, glass,
steel and colour if desired by
the customer. The company

came about after his family
discovered their penchant for
Tenerife and in 2018 decided
to set up their own business

on the island. And now Holzbau Element SL offers its customers an inclusive package
from planning to completion,
which is tailored to individual
wishes and budget.
Wooden elements include
extensions for additional living space, interior or garden
embellishments, as well as carports and terrace roofs (also
available as construction kits).
The company also offers dry

construction, painting and the
laying of various floor coverings. In their newly equipped
workshop based on Avenida

Coronel Gorrin, number 64, in
Tamaimo, Santiago del Teide,
wood cutting can also be carried out on request.

The aim is to deliver good
craftsmanship and to inspire
the customer. For more information and to contact Holzbau Element SL, call 642
n
088 361.

